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POST PULLER



CROMMELINS POST PULLER

STANDARD FEATURES

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

Powered by a genuine Honda engine, the
Crommelins Post Puller has a pulling power of
3059kg and is suitable for a range of different picket
types.

This machine is engineered to tackle the toughest
tasks with ease. It ensures fast and efficient
mechanical removal of posts and pickets, saving you
valuable time and effort on every project.

No post or picket is too challenging for this
powerhouse. With the ability to effortlessly remove
any shape of post or picket sized from 1 to 85mm, it
adapts to your needs seamlessly. Its transmission
chain boasts a safe endurance strength of 30000N
(3059 kg) and an ultimate tensile strength of
65000N, ensuring durability and reliability in the
toughest conditions.

But that’s not all – the Crommelins Post Puller
comes complete with a set of post/stake puller jaws.
These jaws feature focus points, making them
adaptable for all types of post and picket shapes.
This design ensures maximum efficiency and
precision in every pull.

Honda GX50 2.0hp 4-Str oke Engine

3059kg pull ing power

Safe endurance strength of

transmission chain: 30000N 

Ultimate tensile strength: 65000N 

Auto return to botto m function

Four sizes of jaws for any post or

picket sized from 1 to 85mm

Removes star pickets, round, and

square posts 

10’’ solid wheels with bearings

Includes quick change cast-iron jaws

1x post puller jaw 0~25mm

1x post puller jaw 25~45mm

1x post puller jaw 45~65mm

1x post puller jaw 65~85mm

Marquee peg stake adapter forked

jaw

Get the Crommelins Post Puller
from your local dealer today!

PP6000HP

Brand Crommelins

Picket Capacity 0 – 85mm capacity

Engine 
HONDA GX50 2hp four stroke
engine

Safe Endurance
Strength of
Transmission Chain

30000N (3059 kg )

Ultimate Tensile
Strength

65000N (Based on in-house
testing )

Puller Power
30000N (3059kg) (Theoretical
value)

Fuel Type Petrol

Weight 58kg

Dimensions 1090mm x 610mm x 480mm

Engine Warranty 3 years

Manufacturer
Warranty

1 year

Suitable for
ALL types of

shapes!


